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CHILDREN
Our Greatest

Teachers
Nathan Star explores the
greatest gifts our children
present to us and how
we can use these gifts to
create a more loving and
kinder world…

T

he Children in our lives represent
our greatest teachers, and we are
honoured with their presence. If we
are lucky enough to be a parent, then we
are privileged to have been chosen as their
guide through their physical life. Whether
you are a parent or not, the children
that come into your lives will bring many
blessings and remind you about the joys
and the wonders of life.
Children are younger and have an energy
that vibrates higher and faster, and have
less of a need to apply logic to everything.
It is safe to say that they generally have a
closer connection to their extra sensory
perception: clairaudience, claircognizance,
clairsentience and clairvoyance. Their purity
and innocence enables them to experience
life through a connection to Spirit.
Children embody an innocence that reflects
a deep connection to Spirit, the Source of
life. They have not had the conditioning of

a physical life and the physical world to tell
them what is real or not, based on facts
and logical-minded proof, and they have
no need to judge themselves or others,
hide their thoughts and emotions, or to
feel the necessity to repress their needs.
These are just some of the simple yet ever
so profound lessons that children can teach
us. There are many more, however the
basics are enough to be reminded of how
wonderful the children in our lives are.
Think about a young child of three years
old. A child at this age reminds us to be
present and to enjoy the people, places
and things around us. They would delight in
being surrounded by love and being loved,
find wonder in whatever place they were in,
and find a way to entertain themselves.
Children love to play. Playtime nourishes the
soul, and reflects not just an aspect of us that
is able to let go of our worries, concerns and
doubts, however, play nourishes the soul,
because it keeps us in the present. Play time
is something that we do to enjoy ourselves,
as the activities engage our creativity as
well as bring happiness and joy into our
present moments. Watching children play
can be just as exciting as playing yourself,
and perhaps you will want to get involved
too. Playtime is inspiring, because it allows
you to reconnect with your own inner
child. each and all of us were children once

and just because we have aged and spent
several years or decades on this planet,3
that does not mean we are any less of a
child. We all came from the universe as a
soul, incarnated into a body, spent time as
a baby, a child and then growing up was a
part of life.
Growing up is an essential and a natural part
of life, and it represents being in a continuous
cycle of change and transformation. We are
not suggesting anything to remain stuck in
the past and refuse to move forward with
the natural changes in life; however this is
about acknowledging and celebrating the
different stages of life.

Being in touch with the child within
brings us closer to the wishes of
our soul.
Children manifest things much faster than
anyone realises. Think about the dreams
and ambitions that you had as a child and
think about the games and ways you used
to send out those wishes without further
attachment. Some of us may have held
dandelions with a wish in mind and blew
away the seeds, while others searched for
four leaf clovers, and others placed wishing
jars on the window sill. The ways that we
connected with these things and the ways
that children still are doing some of these

things today, reflect a deeper sense of faith
and trust in the universe; a sense of having
a wish, letting it go, and being open to the
possibilities.
Children are usually raised in ways that
reflect the upbringing of their parents.
Certain values, beliefs and attitudes are
passed on through the generations of
families, and somewhere along the line,
one generation of children will challenge
and outgrow some of these. Children are
individuals and they teach this very well.
When a child challenges your own thinking
as a parent or teacher arises, one thing to get
in touch with is to look at what conditions
had created the need for a certain belief in
a past generation, to compare it to this day
and age, and question its relevance. You can
reach for a better feeling thought to create
better situations and outcomes for all.
Children teach us that they have voices

and they also need to be heard. They have
their own needs and perhaps they may
not always conform to what is expected of
them. They teach us to keep an open mind,
and to keep our options open. In regards to
what may seem like as rebellious behavior
as they experience more of life, look at it
from their perspective. Without challenges
to the thinking that is already in place,
where will catalysts for growth and change
come from? Children are wishing to know
more about why things need to be done a
certain way and how it is all made relevant
to them.
Children teach us to be leaders and
teachers, to take the time to explain things,
to guide, inspire and mentor them. They
remind us to be conscious of our own
thinking and behavior, as we set examples
for them. Children inspire us to take care of
every part of ourselves, because if we are

unable to care for ourselves, then how will
we care for and teach our children in the
very best way that we can?
There is no greater lesson, than learning
from the happiness within our own inner
child and the children that are in our world.
The happier we are, the more peaceful we
are. The more peaceful we are, the more
the planet is healed.
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By Susanne Hartas

ARCHANGeL
MeTATRON
IS
THe
AMBASSADOR FOR CHILDReN AND
IS DeDICATeD TO GuIDING AND
PROTeCTING ALL CHILDReN AND
THOSe WHOM CARe FOR THeM.
CHILDReN vIBRATe NATuRALLY WITH
THe eNeRGY OF PuRe LOve AND ARe
HIGHLY INTuITIve BeINGS. THeY CAN
Be GReATLY AFFeCTeD AND INFLueNCeD
BY THe eNeRGIeS SuRROuNDING THeM
AND THIS IS WHY MeTATRON WORKS
CLOSeLY WITH THeIR PAReNTS AND
CAReRS, IN FOSTeRING POSITIve AND
LOvING GuIDANCe THAT WILL NuRTuRe
THeIR YOuNG SPIRITS.
Some children are more sensitive than
others and have difficulties, both physically
and emotionally adjusting to the vibrations
on earth. Their health may suffer from
toxins within our planet and being highly
psychic and telepathic, they tend to absorb

and react to the thoughts and emotions
of those around them and any restrictions
placed upon their freedom may be met
with some resistance. Archangel Metatron
aligns closely with these highly sensitive
children, whom he refers to as ‘brave young
warriors’ for they are ‘The Children of
Ascension’ and the leaders of the new way.

Metatron’s message “Your children are indeed wise souls within
youthful bodies who have made the decision
to incarnate upon your planet at this exact
time and moment. While they have chosen
to undertake a difficult mission, the choice
was made with much love for all humankind
so that the remembrance of your truth as
spiritual beings may be realised sooner
rather than later. The voice of the child
must be heard, for their voices carry much
wisdom and guidance toward ascension for
all. I ask, fear not the movement forward,

but grasp the hand of a child within your
own, as they lead you into ascending times.
With the fearlessness of the child within,
accept with love and gratitude the blessings
being bestowed upon you now. For the
child knows the truth of their own divinity,
as does the child within one self. Be but a
warrior on your own behalf and realise your
divine truth, for the child within will lead
you home. Many blessings, Beloved Ones.”
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